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 Some Considerations on the Problem of the 'Syriac Influences'
 on Aksumite Ethiopia

 Paolo Marrassini

 As it is well known, the theory of Syriac influences on Aksumite Ethiopia was
 mainly developed by Guidi1 and Conti Rossini2, although with substantial additions by
 other scholars, like Monneret de Villard,3 and, in more recent times, Ullendorf!4 and
 Anfray.5

 According to this theory, immediately after the Council of Chalcedon in 451,
 Syriac monks fled to Ethiopia from their original country, but also from South Arabia
 and Egypt, and were instrumental, or even essential, in a deeper rooting of Christianity
 in Ethiopia, and also in the translation of at least some parts of the New Testament.
 There is no doubt that, if we accept this point of view, it will have a great bearing on
 one of the most important events in Aksumite cultural history.

 But, at closer examination of the evidence, some doubts arise. Of course, not
 being competent in their field of study, I shall leave aside the important arguments
 brought by some archaeologists,6 already counterbalanced in part, by the objections
 raised by De Contenson in 1964, 7 that an ultimate Syriac origin of architectural
 elements could not exclude an intermediate Egyptian passage, in this case the only
 datum which could be really significant in a line ending in Ethiopia.

 Instead, I shall concentrate myself on some of the philological and linguistic
 arguments, which represent the bulk of the proofs of this theory. Apart from some
 terminological misunderstandings (like the term "syro-occidental" used for one of the
 versions of the Greek New T estament, which demonstrates nothing in terms of "Syriac"
 influences, as Polotsky has clearly shown,8) these arguments are mainly based on the
 presumed place of origin of the Nine Saints and of other saints connected with this
 period, their personal names, the Syriac loanwords in Geez, and the Geez rendering
 of the Greek velars and dentals in the biblical proper names.

 Let us first take into consideration the place of origin of the saints. Conti
 Rossini9 explicitly says that these places, together with the personal names of the
 saints, with which we shall deal later, constitute complex indications which enable
 one to recognize, in the above-mentioned traditions, a recollection, confused as it may
 be, of the advent of Syrian missionaries to Ethiopia.

 But if we have a look at these place names,10 we see that for the Sadqan , for
 Libanos and for three of the Nine Saints (Aragawi, Pantalléwon and Gärima) the
 place of origin given is only the vague Rom or Romy a y that is the Byzantine empire
 in general; for Liqanos, Qwestentenya11 i.e. Constantinople; for Guba, Qelqeya,12 i.e.
 Cilicia, which had never been properly "Syriac"; for Afse, Esya,13, that is to say, quite
 generically, "Asia". So, out of 11, only two really "Syriac" toponyms remain, Antioch
 for Sehma and Caesarea14 for Alef (for 'Os in the Gädlä Gärima ). Here, it is clear
 that the ierm "Syriac" is taken in its widest cultural and religious connotation, since
 in Caesaria not Syriac but Christian Palestinian Aramaic was spoken. Moreover, the
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 authenticity of both Antioch and Caesarea is open to doubt. Both places were so
 famous and so frequently cited (in the Synaxary, for example),15 that one cannot help
 wondering whether their citation in connection with the Nine Saints was not a matter
 of mere religious and literary fiction.

 There is a third toponym which could also be "Syriac" but here the situation is
 not clear. It is connected with Saint Yem'ata identified with Mata' by Guidi16 and at
 first, also by Conti Rossini.17 Later, in his Stona ďEthiopia ,18 Conti Rossini no longer
 accepts this identification; nor Van den Oudenrijn in his translation of Gädlä
 Arägawi.19 There is no doubt that this is because Mata' is different from Yem'ata in
 Gädlä Gärima' and it is in fact the well-known second name of Saint Libanos.

 Yem'ata is said to have come from a place called Qosyat. Nöldeke20 proposed
 that this was a wrong transcription of the Arabic name of the town of Fustat which
 was founded in 643, in the Delta. Graphically, this is quite possible. On the other hand
 there is Conti Rossini's very tentative suggestion that the name may have derived
 from Kussayé, a place where the Persian martyr Pethion preached.21 Of course both
 authors seem to have overlooked that there is a toponym Qosyat in Ethiopia, in the
 Gädlä Märqorewos , where it is the place of origin of the monk Täkästä Berhan;22 and
 a toponym kus(s)äye in Šawa, a site burnt by King Iyasu I in 1695.23 But none of these
 toponyms can be taken into consideration, because all the places of origin of the other
 saints must be looked for outside Ethiopia, and this would be the only exception.24
 Rather, I should like to point out another possibility, much less remote and much
 more, so to speak, "at home" in Ethiopian literature. This is the Arabic town of al-
 QUsiyyah, near Qusqam, well known from the Miracles of Mary. The usual Geez
 rendering is Qusya, but it exists also as Qosya in EMML 2461, 25 a Dersanä Maryam
 of the 19th century. But, the final - 1 in the name Qosyat needs an explanation. This,
 however, should not present us with serious difficulties since the Arabic ta'marbuta
 is often rendered as - at in Geez.26 This is confirmed by a variant reading in one of the
 MSS of the Gädlä Arägawi which, instead of Qosyat has Qwesya (Guidi's edition, p.58).

 The last toponym to consider is ¡¡édya/Çedânya. Conti Rossini, said that the
 name reminded him of Nthe monastery of our Lady in TSAIDNAIA to the north of
 Damasus*. There are at least two cases where this place name is located in Ethiopia:
 in Menelik II's chronicles as already pointed out by Van den Oudenrijin27 and in that
 of Sârçâ-Dengel.28 Here again, however, it is possible that this Ethiopian place name
 was of a later origin derived, probably and like Qosyat/Kus(s)aye above, from the
 same tradition about the nine Saints. Nevertheless, of all the proposed names only
 Antioch and Caesarea are of real "Syriac" provenance. But, as indicated earlier, they
 were both so popular and frequently used that every "factual" and "historical" proof
 based on them fades away almost completely.

 Let us now consider the personal names of our saints. It is true that most of
 them cannot be explained by means of the Ethiopian languages; but the explanations
 offered so far through Syriac are not any more satisfactory. To illustrate the problem,
 I would like to examine some of these names.

 Gärima was tentatively explained by the name of the Syriac monastery of Béth
 Garmé by Guidi and Conti Rossini;29 but everyone knows of the Ethiopian prince
 Grmt, wld ngsy , documented in the two Sabean inscriptions Ja. 577:3,6, and Ja. 585:14-
 15, 30 dated around the middle of the third century A.D. This personal name seems
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 to be an almost exact equivalent of Gärima 31 with the final -a rendered -at in South
 Arabian (like Gaddara = Gdrt), and of course it puts our Syriac Béth Garmé in very
 big doubt.

 In the Mélanges Dussand , in 1939, Conti Rossini proposed a Syrian Origin for
 Afte saying that the name does not have a satisfactory Ethiopian etymology and that
 it reminded one of the Syrian root *pļ * meaning "he liberated, saved".32 But there are
 no Syriac personal names of this type and we should therefore suppose the very
 unlikely construction of a proper name, by the Ethiopians, from a foreign root!
 Moreover, the same root exists, with the same meaning, also in Hebrew and Arabic.33
 But the more likely origin of the saint's name seems to be different: ąfsay or afta is
 a good North-Arabic name, well attested in Lihyanite and Nabataean, and whose
 presence in Ethiopia can be easily explained by the long historical interactions between
 this country and the Arabian peninsula.

 For Aräg&wi, Conti Rossini proposed a^ calque on a Syriac appellative Saba, but
 this is particularly unfortunate, because arägdiwi is extremely well attested in Geez, and
 already van den Oudenrijn explained it as a simple translation of the Greek appellative
 term, gérôn , usual in the Byzantine monastic accounts.35 Moreover, this would grossly
 underestimate the weight of an important motive of the Ethiopian hagiography, that
 is the concept of the so-called "puer senex". It is well known that it was Ernst Robert
 Curtius in 194836 who opened the discussion on this problem, which has been resumed
 from time to time later, e.g. by Festugiére in 1960, and by Aubineau in his edition
 of the "Treaty on virginity" by Gregory of Nyssa.38 This is certainly not the place to
 discuss the subject at length; for our purpose, it suffices to say that this topos is not
 only well attested in Ethiopia, but here it has also undergone some kind of
 autonomous elaboration, because in the place of the sometimes coarse expressions of
 the Latin and Greek texts, which do not refrain from speaking of "canities" (Prudence
 and Claudianus, 4th-5th c.) of the boy, Ethiopian hagiography has always preserved
 a very idealized and, so to speak, "ecclesiastical" way of representing the precocity of
 the saint,39 sometimes just stressing that the boy is arägdiwi.40 It is clear, at any rate,
 that for Ethiopia, with a well established terminology and such a strong literary
 tradition in this field, there was certainly no need of borrowing the concept of
 metaphoric and spiritual "old age" from Syria.

 Conti Rossini proposed also a Syriac origin for A/a/a, the second name of
 Libanos, and for Yohanni of Däbrä Sina.41 But "Matthew" in Syriac is Mat/Jay, which
 besides cannot account for the - ayn of the Ethiopian name; it could be that the
 Ethiopie form is only a graphic "hypercorrection" from an original *aléf' but in this case
 it must be remembered that the Arabic form of the name is M at /ta : so, a Syriac origin
 of this name seems to be ruled out, while an Arabic one is possible.

 As for Yohanni, which for Conti Rossini was "perhaps the Syriac Yohannan", it
 is clear that here there is no phonetic correspondence at all. It is true that Ethiopian
 names of the form "Yohanni" instead of "Yohannes" are fairly rare, with no secular
 examples known to me outside the four or five recorded in hagiography (Yohanni of
 Däbrä 'As'a,42 Yohanni of Däbrä Dammo,43 Yohanni of Çegé,44 and Yohanni of Däbrä
 Sihat45), but it is also clear that we have here to deal with a Coptic form, like others
 ending in -/ and coming from the same area, like Pawli, Ammoni, Absadi, and so on;
 it is also interesting to note that the jorm Yohanni is already attested in the Green
 papyri from Egypt, and appears as Yoannu in Preisigke'r, Namenbuch Z6
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 The other names are more difficult to explain in a positive way, but the three
 other Syriac etymologies proposed by Guidi and Conti Rossini for them are
 impressionistic altogether, to say the least. Alef should be compared with the name
 of the monastery of JElfef (or 'Elpep, or 'Alpip), and Liqanos with that of the
 monastery of Liqinya although there are good examples in the Greek papyri from
 Egypt of names like LUdanos, Likinios, Loukanos,*7 and so on; only the comparison
 of Guba with Beth Guba may be tenable.

 But at this point it is Guidi himself who intervenes to help us, and finally to
 bring us to our main topic; and as it frequently happens, a history of the problem,
 short as it may be, helps to understand why and whence a certain theory started. In
 our case, the beginning was just in the passage by Guidi which follows immediately the
 discussion on the personal and the place names just referred to, and which, therefore,
 deserves full quotation:

 "I would not have given any weight at all to these similarities [of the
 personal and place names] if we had not known of the part taken by the
 Armenians in the introduction of the Bible into Ethiopia".

 So, for Guidi, the real burden of the proof lay entirely on linguistic evidence; and for
 him as well as for Conti Rossini linguistic evidence in this connection could mean only
 two thing- the Syriac loanwords in Geez and, above all, the Geez transcription of
 Biblical proper names.

 The problem of the loanwords was not discussed by Guidi. Rather, it was later
 developed mainly by Conti Rossini, who had a list of eleven Geez words whose "Syriac
 imprint", according to him, "is obvious".48 Today, however, everyone has in mind the
 pertinent criticism of Polotsky49 on the kind of Aramaic behind these loanwords, and
 his theory that most of the so-called "Syriac" loanwords are in fact Jewish Aramaic.
 Since his 1964 article has now become a classic it would be useless to insist on this

 point too much. It is clear that, if the loanwords are mostly from Jewish Aramaic, the
 cultural focus of the problem shifts backwards from Christianization to the influence
 of Judaism, an entirely different matter. And if this is so, one of the most important
 arguments in favour of the Syriac influences fades away.

 I would only like to add some precisions on this problem here. Out of the eighty
 Geez words of Aramaic origin quoted by Nõldeke,50 sixty-six could be either Jewish
 Aramaic or Syriac; while those of specifically Jewish Aramaic origin are at least fifteen ,
 according to the very reliable list given by Ullendorff.51 As regards those which are
 said to have definite Syriac origin, it is interesting to examine the list of eleven such
 words given by Conti Rossini. Of these eleven words, the following five regularly exist
 also in Jewish Aramaic: -

 'tub - Friday
 haf'a = to sin
 takansa = to gather
 tasalba = to be crucified; and
 zamaragd = emerald
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 Ho/an afi = infidel dearly t omes from Arabic;52 while YeJcent _= hyacinth (jewel) is
 directly derived from the Greek, YAKINTHOS.53 For kakam dU/kokmat = boiler,
 Fraenkel's old derivation from the Arabic qumqum 54 may be ruled out since it was
 already used in the Bible. On the other hand, Nôldeke's derivation of this word from
 the Syriac quqma 55 is quite possible. Here, however, I would like to suggest another
 possibility, a direct derivation from the Greek koukouma , with the same meaning,
 originally from Latin but already attested in Greek in the second and third centuries,
 also in the form koukoiimos -50

 Thus, of the eleven words identified by Conti Rossini as terms whose "Syriac
 imprint is obvious", only three are left; and if we add tafasasa = to draw by lot
 (hapax), quoted by Nöldeke57 and possibly derived from a Syrian root */m_(lot}, the
 number of Syriac loanwords in Geez is increased to only four.- elwa = aloe; h 3ym
 gassisi and taffasasa. Amongjthese, again, Polotsky has cast doubts on the specifically
 Christian meaning of haymanot. The other religious term proposed by Ullendorff,
 qwerban, cannot be added among the above because it is attested not only in Jewish
 Aramaic but also in South Arabian. Instead, the following three religious terms could
 be added, based on a preliminary examination of Leslau's Ge'ez Dictionary: -

 berySLmin = The "Bookof the Chronicles", sir. ber - (from Hebrew
 dibré hayyBunin , but (see also chr.-ar, baryamin );

 dawit = Psalter, Syr. dawid; and

 fiqar = belt of priests, Syr. paqira - head dress attested only
 in medieval Geez and thus possibly a late loanword,

 But even so, a total of five or six words surely connected with religious activity seem
 to me a very scarce evidence indeed. It is possible to add about fifteen words with
 secular connotations from the same dictionary. But it is clear that, in this case, "Syriac"
 can mean only contacts with men or cultural elements coming generally from Syria,
 noi with specific religious movements.

 As indicated above, Guidi himself only spoke about the other linguistic problem,
 that of the transcription of the Biblical proper names from Greek into Ge'ez. In his
 own words, "...the ancient transcription of proper namesjinto Ethiopie follows the
 Aramaic rule: q for k; k for the kh' t for the taw ; t for theta* Conti Rossini simply
 followed this, only substituting "Aramaic" with "Syriac" and, as suggested to me by
 Professor Ricci, with minor printing mistakes which make the passage a little
 confusing.99 In any case, it is clear that the problem of the transcription of the proper
 names in the Ethiopian Bible, which in time became only one of the major points of
 Conti Rossini, was in reality the original nucleus of Guidi's reasoning, and the starting
 point from which the entire theory of the Syriac influences in Ethiopia was born. I
 stress again that Guidi himself had said that the correspondence between the personal
 names and the places of origin of the saints had no weight at all, were it not for this
 "Aramean" way of transcription.

 But the real solution of the problem lies, I think, elsewhere, and it is contrary
 to Guidi's opinion. The truth is that these transcriptions are not only "Aramaic" (even
 less only "Syriac" as Conti Rossini would like us to believe), but simply and generally
 "Semitic". Every Semitic language, including obviously Ethiopie, transcribes the Greek
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 sounds in that way (that is to say, the Greek k j* Semitic q' the Greek kh = Semitic k,
 the Greek taw = Semitic t, and the Greek theta * Semitic t).

 The examples for this are numerous and easy to check, although perhaps less
 regular than the reverse and well-known phenomenon, of rendering Semitic velars
 and dentals in Greek or Latin. Apart from the works of Ungnad,60 Sollberger,61 and
 Geller62 on this reverse phenomenon, the rendering of Greek phonemes into Akkadian
 was treated by Röllig in an article in 1960.° In Akkadian texts of the Hellenistic age,
 the Greek kh was rendered by k; the Greek k, by q. Only in the case of the dentals
 is the behaviour different, because the Greek taw and theta are both rendered in
 Akkadian by f, with almost no case of Akkadian t for the Greek taw ē

 For Phonecian and Punic it suffices to refer to Friederich's Grammar,64 where
 the above mentioned equivalence is explicitly stated. However, it is the rendering of
 the Greek k (not of the Greek taw as in Akkadian) which is problematic in Phonecian
 and Punic. In this language, every case of Greek k has k, not q.

 The only two examples quoted by Frederich are, contrary to his intentions,
 exceptions of this kind, and a check in the onomastic collection by Benz," and the
 dictionary by Kjean-Hoftijzer,66 reveals that in phoeniáan and Punic only three
 personal names, and three common words, are attested with Greek k, in all of them
 rendered by Semitic k, not q; but on the contrary, Latin k is always rendered by q (the
 examples are two common names, quatuorvir and quadriga , and about a dozen
 personal names).

 We can leave Hebrew out of this survey, because of the difficulty of finding
 Greek words in the Bible before the advent of Aramaic. Aramaic can also be left out,
 for obvious reasons. On the other hand, we can briefly consider Arabic where,
 however, an exhaustive examination is impossible because of the vast amount of
 material available. Here, the situation is clearly the same, with the same Semitic rule,
 referred to above, strictly followed. The following random examples illustrate this:-

 iqlim = "province", from the Greek klima ;

 funduq = "cubit", from the Latin cubitalis;

 qumis = "earl", from the Latin comes ;

 qauafasis , from the Greek katapasis'

 faimapiydi; 'asturunumiyd^ 'aritimääqr, musiqdi; and many others.*7

 Among such examples, there are also some very old loanwords such as:

 qasr, in the Coran,® from the Latin Castrum ;

 tabi, from the Greek tablón ;

 qustal , from the Greek Kuaustol or from the Latin quaestor , and

 batrun, from the Greek patron or the Latin patronus .®
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 Finally, we observe in the Verzeichnis by Graf70, lhe almost perfect correspondences:

 Arabic t = Greek theta
 Arabic t = Greek taw
 Arabic/: = Greek kh

 Arabic q = Greek k

 In a paper read at the second International Congress on Greek and Arabic
 studies in Delphi, 1985, Voigt71 has recently confirmed that in Ethiopie we also have
 the following general equivalence:

 Greek stops = Semitic emphatics, and
 Greek aspirated = Semitic stops.

 We can further confirm this observation by noting that, out of about 150 Greek
 loanwords with original taw and thBta only 14 have an irregular correspondence in
 Geez, and out of about 170 with original k and kh, only 43 are irregular.

 So, the conclusion, as we have already said, is that this kind of phonetic
 adaptation of Greek dentals and velars is typical of Semitics generally, not only of
 Aramaic. One can only note that in Aramaic this rule has attained a degree of
 regularity unparalleled in other Semitic languages; and this is probably what led Guidi
 astray. For example, in Palmyrene, out of about 55 Greek loanwords with the relevant
 phonemes, there is only one irregularity tkss, instead of *tqss' but Greek x is very
 often rendered by ks in many Semitic languages. In Syriac, out of about 90 Greek
 loanwords with initial dental, the irregularities are only 7; of about 340 Greek
 loanwords with initial velar, the irregularities are only 16 (12 of which, significantly,
 for Greek k). But this greater regularity of Aramaic can easily be accounted for by the

 , fact that the contact with Greek culture of this group of dialects, and of Syriac in
 particular, has been far more intimate than that of any other Semitic languages. We
 know that Syrians never missed the opportunity to emphasize the importance of Greek
 influence on them, and, from the purely linguistic point of view, the best illustrations
 of this are the vowel denotation, and the system of accentuation in Syriac. Moreover,
 another linguistic phenomenon had come to strengthen the tie between Greek and
 Aramaic velars and dentals, namely the fact that in Greek the aspirated velars and
 dentals had already become spirants at the time of the Aramaic literary languages,
 when in Aramaic itself the phenomenon of spirantization of its own velars and dentals
 was flourishing. So, a situation different from that of any other Semitic language was
 produced, because no other Semitic language in contact with Greek possessed spirants
 (e.g. Geez), nor, if it had them (like Arabic), expressed them with the same grapheme
 used for the stops.

 But, even if we admit that Aramaic and Syriac have a somewhat spedai place
 in this connection, our main thesis stands and the entire theory of Guidi collapses:
 The kind of equivalence we observe between Greek and Ethiopie dentals and velars
 is not characteristic of only Aramaic or Syriac, but of Semitic in general. This basic
 point leads us to another important conclusion regarding the individuals who
 translated the Bible into Geez, in the first place. We do not have to think, as has often
 been the case, of Aramaic or Syriac groups; but much more generally of Semitic-
 speaking people. And if a choice has to be made, it should not be a difficult one. The
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 people who translated the Bible into their own language must have been the
 Ethiopians themselves]

 Of course, we are not saying that there had not been Syriac influences at all in
 Aksumite Ethiopia. The historical possibility, or even probability of ,their impact
 remains. After all, Syriac was the official language of the Christian Church in the
 Arabian peninsula. A monophysite bishop also seems to be attested in Himyar at the
 end of the fourth and the beginning of the fifth centuries by Theodore AnagnostesJ2
 since the texts on the Nagran war document show the existence of a church in Zafar
 before the beginning of hostilities. Nestorians are also attested, probably, since the
 fifth century73 which would give to QBrellos a much more anti-Nestorian reliability
 rather than the anti-Aryan proposals by Guidi and Rodinson.74

 The Nestorian presence in South Arabia may be attributed to the sixth century
 if we can rely on the Martyrium Arethae , the Book of the Himyarites and the Letters by
 Simeon of Beth Aršam as purely historical accounts, rather than as hagiographical
 texts with literary topoi .

 What we are saying is that the arguments developed by Conti Rossini on the
 problem of loanwords should be re-examined. Authentically Syriac words in Geez will
 still need to be discovered definitively. As things stand now, however, there are no
 positive proofs that the Nine Saints and their colleagues were really Syrians. Nor is
 there a definitive proof that any Syriac - or Aramaic - speaking people took part in
 the translation of the Bible into Geez.75 If there were indeed Syriac influences on
 Aksumite Ethiopia, we do not as yet have the definitive evidence for them.

 Notes

 1. I. Guidi, Le traduzioni degli Evangeli in arabo e in etiopico , RAL-M, ser. iv, 4 (1888), n. 1 pp. 33-
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 from early traditions about the nine Saints.

 25. Getachew Hailc - W.F. Macomber, A Catalogue of Ethiopian Manuscripts..^ VI, CoUeggeville 1982,
 p. 511:82.

 26. W. Leslau, Arabic Loanwords in Geez , JSS 3 (1958), p. 157.

 27. Quoted in n. 10, p. 74.

 28. Conti Rossini, Historia regis Sarsa Dengd (Malak Sagad), CSCO 20/21, SAe 3/4, p. 62 (text)= 72
 (translation).

 29. The traditional explanation of the name, contained in the Gadla Garima , was also published by
 Conti Rossini in Note etiopiche, GSAI U (1897), pp 6-9.

 30. A. Jamme, Sabean inscriptions from Maķram Bilqis , Baltimore 1965.
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 31. Cf. W.W. Müller, Abessinier und ihre Namen und Titel in vorislamischen südarabischen Texten , NE
 3 (1978), p. 160.

 32. Conti Rossini, Afsē, quoted in n. 2, p. 155.

 33. Cf. simply C Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum , Halys S&xonum, 1928, p. 587b.

 34. J. Cantineau, Le Nabatien , 11^ Paris 1932, p. 67; G. Ryckmans, Les noms propres sud-sémitiques , I,
 Louvain 1934, p. 180; W. Caskel, Libyan und Liķyanisch, Köln-Opladen 1954, p. 142; G.L Harding,
 An index and concordance of Pre-Isiamic Arabian names and insccriptkms , Toronto 1971, p. 59.

 35. Quoted in n. 10, p. 13.

 36. Europäische Literatur und lateinishe Mittelalter , Bern 1848, pp. 108-110 of the second edition (Bern
 1954) = pp. 122-125 of the French translation (La Littérature européenne et le Moyen Age latin,
 Paris 1956).

 37. Lieux communs littéraires et thèmes de folk-lore dans l'hagiographie primitive , "Wiener Studien" 73
 (1960 - FS. J. Mewaldt), pp. 137-139.

 38. Grégoire de Nysse. Traité de la Virginité («Sources Chrétiennes, 119), pp. 575-7.

 39. Kg. Ewosjijêwos (B. Turaev, Vitae sanctorum indigenarum. I Acta Eustathii , CSCO 32, SAe 15),
 p. 10 (translation); Ballota Mika'ēl (K. Conti Rossini, Vitae sanctorum indigenarum. I. Acta
 Basalota Mika'ēl et Anořěwos, CSCO 28/29, SAe 11/12) p. 7 (text) ■ 5-6 (translation).

 40. C. Conti Rossini, Gli Atti di Re Na'akuéto La- Ab, AION NS 2 (1945), pp. 115 (text: ' enza n'eus
 'aragãwi) = 179 (translation).

 41. In Storia d'Etiopia p. 161 and, only for the first, in Afšē (see n. 2), p. 151.

 42. R. Basset, Vie d'Abba Yohanni , "Bulletin de correspondence africaine" 3 (1984), pp. 433-453.

 43. Cf. e.g. van den Oudenrijn, Za Mika'ēl Aragãwi , quoted in n. 10, p. 66, and EA.W. Budge, The
 Book of the Saints of the Ethiopian Church , Cambridge 1928, pp. 1244-45. Conti Rossini, Note per
 la storia letteraria abissina , RAL-R, ser. v, 8 (1900), p. , identified him with the former, and so did
 Cernili in his introduction to the edition of Gadla lyasus Mo'a by Kur (Actes de lyasus Mo'a, CSCÖ
 260 SAe 50), p. v, speaking only of two redactions of his life; but cf. rightly, on the contrary, van
 den Oudenrijn, ibid. n. 205 p.82, and, recently, R. Beylot, Abba Nabyud de Dabra Sihat , CSCO 378,
 SAe 71, p. vii n. 10.

 44. Cf. the Ethiopian Synaxary in the ms. BN 126, 30, quoted by Basset, Abba Yohanni (n. 41), p. 440
 n. 4.

 45. A. Caquot, L'homélie en l'honneur de l'archange Ouriel , AE 1 (1955), pp. 69-72 (text) = 81-83
 (translation).

 46. Heidelberg 1922, col. 155.

 47. Ibid, y coll. 196 and 198: D. Foraboschi, Onomasticon alterum papyrologicum, Milano 1967, pp. 179
 and 181.

 48. Storia d'Etiopia p. 155.

 49. See n.8 above.

 50. Neue Beiträge zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft , Strassburg 1910, pp. 32-46.
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 51. Ethiopia and the Bible , London 1968, pp. 120-125.

 52. Cf. already Nöldeke, op. cit., p. 35.

 53. See also W. Leslau, Comparative dictionary of Ge'ez, Wiesbaden 1987, p. 626b; anyway, some
 examples without initial d- seem to be recorded (cf. Jastrow I p. 305a).

 54. S. Franekel, Die aramäischen Fremdwörter in Arabischen , Leiden 1886 (= Hildesheim 1962), p. 70.

 55. Nöldeke, op. cit., p. 41 (not qumã as in Leslau, Comparative dictionary , quoted in n. 52, p. 280b).

 56. See the complete documentation in C. Daris, li lessico latino nel greco d'Egitto , Barcelona 1971, pp.
 57 and 63.

 57. Neue Beiträge , quoted in n. 49, p. 45 (with a printing mistake, and -fa written instead of -sa).

 58. See n. 50, p. 124.

 59. Storia d'Etiopia , p. 156.

 60. Zur Aussprache des Spätbabylonischen , MAOG 4 (1928/9), pp. 220-5.

 61. E. Sol lberger, Graeco-Babyloniaca , "Iraq" 24 (1962), pp. 63-72.

 62. M.J. Geller, More Graeco-Babyloniaca , ZA 73 (1983), pp. 114-120; cf. also the article by J. Oelsner,
 Zur Bedeutung der "Graeco-Bablyoniaca" fiir die Überlieferung des Sumerischen und Akkadischen,
 MIO 17 (1972), pp. 356-364.

 63. Griechische Eigennamen in Texten der babyloniscchen Spätzeit , Or 29 (1960), pp. 376-391.

 64. J. Friederich-W. Köllig, Phönizisch-punische and Grammatik , Roma 1970, p. 16.

 65. F.L. Benz, Personal names in the Phonecian and Punie inscriptions , Roma 1972, supplemented, for
 the new proper names, by M J. Fuentes Estañol, Vocabulario fenicio , Barcelona 1980.

 66. C.-F. Jean-J. Hoftijzer, Dictionnaire des inscriptions sémitiques de l'ouest , Leiden 1966.

 67. Taken from the recent Grundriss der arabischen Philologie , 1, Wiesbaden 1982, pp. 149-1151.

 68. A. Jeffery, The foreign vocabulary of the Qur'an, Baroda 1938, p. 240.

 69. A. Grohmann, Griechishe und lateinische Verwaltungstermini im arabischen Ägypten , CdE 7 (1932),
 pp. 275-284.

 70. G. Graf, Verzeichnis arabischer kirchlicher Termini , I ouvain 1954 (1964 = CSCO 147, Subsidia 8).

 71. R.M. Voigt, Greek loan words in Gťiz: the role of Arabic (dactyl).

 72. Cf. Mignę, Patrologia Graecca , LXXXVI, coll. 211/212.

 73. See the learned article by G. Fiaccadori, Yemen nestoriano , in Studi in onore di Edda Bresciani , Pisa
 1985, pp. 195-218, with a complete bibliography.

 74. References in Fiaccadori, op. cit., p. 205, n. 33.
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 75. FfOfl^ the point of view of the text of the Bible the problem is still opes, and in his recent article
 Hebrew and Syriac elements in the Ethiopie version of Ezekiel? t JSS, 33 (1988), pp. 11-33, MA- Xmòò
 is compelled to admit that "the question whether the Syriac influence is part of the original
 translation or the result of late revision requires further investigation* (p. 32); for the time being,
 one of the few passages which could point out some similarity between the Ethiopie and the Syriac
 version is that of Ps. 66 (65): 17, with baJesEneya in Geez and bale&in in Syriac, as agáinst the
 version in a Mãrib fragment (cif. Kaleb's inscription, W. Mulkr, Zwei weitere Bruchstücke der
 äthiopischen Inscchrift aus Afārib, "Neue Ephemeris fur semitische Epigraphik", 1, 1972, p. 70. But
 the ¿»a- in the Geez text was probably influenced by that of the preceding ba'ofuya.
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